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BARRIER GATE S-TURBO 
 
 

 
DC Brushless Servo Motorized Barrier Gate 
Newest designed DC Brush-less Servo 
motorized barrier gate model:maintenance 
free with exclusive Micro-drive unit offers 
100% more torque,100% duty are the fastest 
toll barriers available with an opening time 
as fast as 0.6 seconds.Opening speed is 
adjustable from 0.6s to 6s or more.This 
barrier redefines performance in non-stop 
toll applications. It is the ideal solution for 
very high frequented toll stations providing 
great reliability and sustainability as well as 
comprehensive functionality.This Barrier use 
innovative technology design and 
manufactured with precision machinery to 
guarantee satisfaction in quality and 
reliability for years to come.The barrier has 
been lab tested for more than 10 millions 
opening closing and still without any degrade 
in performance. 
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Specification 
 
Max.straight Arm 2.5m 3m 4.5m 6m 
Opening time 0.6s 0.9s 1-3s 2-5s 
Speed range 0.6~6s 
Motor rated power 100W 
Duty cycle 100% 
Supply Voltage DC24V/12V,AC220V 
Frequency 50HZ/60HZ 
Drive system SFMCU 
Housig dimensions 1000mm*360mm*300mm 
Weight(Without boom)Mechanism:25kgs,Gate:45kgs
Protection class IP54 
Temperature range -35~70℃ 

 
 
Features 
 
1.No Sensor & Limit switch Innovative design which doesn't need any sensor and limit 
switch. All control by SFMCU drive unit precisely.Three main parts only, 
mechanical,motor,control unit.  
2.Maintenance Free DC brushless Servo motor doesn't need a carbon brush while brush 
motor request you replace the carton brush in a certain time.Galvanized and power coated 
parts are anti-rust ensure long term usage.And no other smaller parts need to be maintain 
too.  
3.7*24H continue operation With a very smooth and quiet motorized drive 
mechanism,Open and close very stable,offer maximum reliability at fast speeds,high 
quality and maximum ease of use,and which allow the barrier in 7*24 hours non-stop 
usag.  
4.Speed adjustable Our DC servo barrier gate allow you to set opening and closing speed 
according to requirements.Shorter arm,the fastest speed can be set.  
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5.Easy Integration Access Reader or Push button or remote controller can be used to 
trigger the barrier gate open via a simple dry contract signal.After delay timer 
elapsed,barrier gate will close automatically by itself in a certain time (optional function).  
6.User Friendly Motorized arms provide comfortable passage while maintaining a high 
level and high density of car flow management,such as in toll gate.  
7.Emergency Our barrier gate control board has emergency interface left for the 
emergency signal.Barrier will open in case of the signal lasting.  
8.Auto-Recovery When power off,barrier arm can be lifted up by manual for a free 
exit.When power supply is restored,barrier gate will automatically return to their normal 
operating position. 
 
 

 
 


